Automatic step-detection algorithm for analysis of sarcomere dynamics.
Motile systems exhibit a stepwise nature, seen most prominently in muscle contraction. A novel algorithm has been developed that detects steps automatically in sarcomere-length change data and computes their size. The method is based on a nonlinear filter and a step detection protocol that detects local slope values in comparison to a threshold. The algorithm was first evaluated using artificial data with various degrees of Gaussian noise. Steps were faithfully detected even with significant noise. With actual data, the algorithm detected 2.7 nm steps and integer multiples thereof. The results confirm a quantal 2.7 nm step-size reported earlier. As stepwise phenomena become increasingly evident, automatic step-detection algorithms become increasingly useful since the limiting factor is almost always noise. The algorithm presented here offers a versatile and accurate tool that should be useful not only within muscle contraction and motility fields, but in fields which quantal phenomena play a role.